Position Statement and Action Plan: HISTORY
2021-22
Subject Leaders: Emma Williams / Emily Henderson

Position Statement / Current Situation
How is history organised within the
curriculum offer at school?
Why is it prioritised / arranged in this way?

What are the current outcomes for pupils in
this subject across the school?
How do leaders ensure and assure that
History curriculum is ambitious and
designed to give ALL pupils the knowledge
and cultural capital they need to succeed in
life?

How does history map out across the
school? I.e. coverage/breath and is there a
progression model/sequence?

What are the most recent actions taken to
develop this subject within the school?
What impact has this had?
(i.e. summarise impact of previous year’s actions)

Following on from training led by Chris Quigley around Cognitive Science and Making Learning Stick (2019), we have developed our approach to the teaching
of history. Our curriculum is organized through Threshold Concepts, designed and pulled out of the key aims from the NC document. We teach at least 1
topic per year in KS1, and 2 history topics per year in KS2, with this historical theme used as a driver for teachers to pin other strands of learning to in a cross
curricular way. We believe this enriches learning and supports children making connections across areas of learning that help consolidate and reinforce
learning, and it enables us to bring the curriculum to life with exciting opportunities which contextualize teaching in a fun way for children.
In KS2, our curriculum is sequenced in chronological order, with each class focusing first on a period of British History and later, a period of wider world
history. We have sequenced the curriculum in this way for 2 reasons. Firstly, if we want children to make links and build on prior knowledge, we feel having
an understanding of history that has come before the time period being studied enables revision of past teaching and supports children in making links and
understanding similarity, difference and ongoing change, whilst securing their understanding of the progression of time. Secondly, we believe that logically, it
makes sense if children compare two experiences of history that are occurring in the world at the same point in time, to strengthen comparative skills and
see how events in the world have influenced the history of Great Britain. Within topics, planning is clearly linked to key objectives from the national
curriculum. Each year group has set end points to achieve via knowledge and skill threshold concepts. We are also prioritizing the teaching of tiered
vocabulary (Beck et al) through the history curriculum and plan to develop our assessment of children’s security of language as they progress through the
school.
EYFS – UtW
KS1
KS2

We recognise the importance of providing our children with experiences to complement their learning at school so we build in and plan out trips to support
our curriculum offer to all children. We recognise the importance of prioritising vocabulary in humanities and through both our wider English teaching,
where there is a strong link to our history knowledge strands, and history teaching, we ensure children are exposed to quality vocabulary which
complements their strong articulation skills. Every class chooses a class reading text which often links to the history topic being covered so greater immersion
of learning occurs. Guided reading texts are also organised to fit with themes and topics being explored. Trips, experiences, theme days, assemblies, topic
assemblies, community events, having parents in to talk about things all create meaningful opportunities for our pupils to gain knowledge and skills from.
We also aim to utilise our grounds for outdoor learning links, and recognise the importance of ensuring that history lessons do not simply become another
writing lesson, particularly for our less confident pupils for whom writing or language may act as a barrier to an otherwise sound understanding of historical
knowledge and concepts.
History end points are mapped out through the school via knowledge and skills threshold concepts. As children move through school, they revisit certain
threshold concepts and are exposed to increasingly complex historical skills so by the time they leave Y6, they are confident historians. In EYFS, our
curriculum gives meaningful opportunities for children to explore their personal histories and the concept of change. They explore old and new things and
consider the idea of time through exploring language relating to things a long time ago and things that happen now. In KS1, our children explore historical
events of significance, particularly in Britain, and the roles of historical figures of importance to our lives today. By KS2, our curriculum becomes more clearly
sequenced. Every year group in KS2 has 2 history units linked to an aspect of British and then World History, occurring at the same period in time. Starting
with the British history unit, classes will go on to study another aspect of world history, and link back to what is remembered about British history at the
time, to ensure children regularly retrieve their prior learning but help strengthen new learning that is taking place.
Prior to Covid 19, the school had started the academic year 2019-20 introducing and embedding the use of threshold concepts to more clearly define the
aims and purpose of our curriculum. We also mapped out our curriculum coverage and started to revise topic placement We are now happy with how our
KS2 units are organised, and have moved Ancient Greek teaching to Y4, reduced the topics Y5 were trying to teach to 2 units and moved a longer term study
of battles through the ages to Y6 ready for the new academic year. We have also reviewed our units of study in Y2, and removed the Titanic topic, instead
replacing it so as to get a better balance of geography teaching in this part of the school. We have spent lots of time with staff thinking about the importance

How is subject assessed across the school?
What is done where gaps or misconceptions
occur?
What are the next steps / key area for
development that you think are needed to
further develop history moving forward?
Why?

How are staff supported in their professional
development in this subject?

of making links and connections within the curriculum, and have looked at a variety of retrieval exercises that can be used to support ongoing practice and
consolidation of previously learned content, in order to strengthen the acquisition of new knowledge and skills. We also developed our approach to
recording history work through the school, with staff making a concerted effort to improve standards of presentation in order to celebrate children’s
learning.
It is difficult to fully assess the shift in outcomes and impact this has caused, in light of the Covid 19 pandemic and limitations this has placed on monitoring
and evaluating impact. What we know from pupil voice in Feb 2020 is that children are remembering more and recalling their learning much more
confidently. They were able to use the threshold concepts to more confidently explain what history is and why it matters. Topic book quality has certainly
improved and children take more care and pride in their work. We are also seeing that the ways that children are being challenged to present their work has
changed significantly, with a previous reliance on Twinkl worksheets no longer evident.
Assessment data from the past two years has been impacted because of Covid 19, and gaps in historical knowledge and skill is likely given that children had
mixed experiences of home schooling. We are confident that our teachers are plugging key gaps and revising essential knowledge to support pupils as new
themes and ideas are introduced.
Teachers use ongoing formative assessment (using strong retrieval practice processes) and termly data drops to review gaps. These gaps are used to support
planning and address misconceptions or build on prior learning to make stronger connections which helps learning stick. Subject leaders monitor data and
work with teachers to identify where gaps have developed and support the forward planning process. Subject leaders also look at trends through the whole
school to identify themes that are weaker, and use this assessment data to support changes in the curriculum offer, either through improved teaching, clarity
around assessment, changing lesson order or purchasing better resources to support the teacher. Teachers understand the importance of addressing
misconceptions early and use timely intervention with pupils to iron out misunderstandings before they become learned.
● Ensuring quality of planning and delivery against new approach for school to ensure consistency and quality in delivery – are the changes
introduced making a longer term difference? Are outcomes improving? Has work improved over time?
● Assessment – ensure that teacher judgements are secure around key objectives, thus making headline information accurate to inform subject
leader in identifying trends and improving implementation for ongoing impact.
● Vocabulary – including use of working walls and adding definitions of key language to further develop vocab use aligned to work in English. Use
Isobel Beck Tiers of language model. This will also support teachers in prioritising key language through planning and delivery.
● Knowledge organisers via working walls - Develop the use of topic learning walls to support pupils in retrieval practice exercises and build up
essential knowledge that children can refer to.
● Review / consider if exceeding judgements are necessary for assessment in history – currently used but what is the value? How much clarity do we
have around what is exceeding in certain aspects of history?
Teachers are supported by subject leads in designing / developing the curriculum. Staff have access to the Historical Association materials via a subscription.
Regular focus via CPD on fundamental points re. learning being a change in long term memory – review of key literature including EEF and teaching strategies
to support high quality teaching and learning.

Action Plan
Key objective

Action points

Key Personnel

Timescale

Success Criteria

To improve teacher
subject knowledge
about the periods of
history they are
teaching and thus
review planning to
ensure relevance

● Subscription to Historical
Association for all staff members to
use in planning process
● Subject leader to update Y2 topic
planning to strengthen historical
focus against assessment criteria
● External training to inspire – Chris
Trevor
● Workshops at school for pupils –
Bring more experts in to enrich
experiences for pupils

All teachers

Sept 2021

Emma Williams
Emily Henderson

By Spring Half term

Planning will be of a higher
quality, with a range of
sources used to strengthen
the historical offer to pupils
learning

Throughout year

Teacher confidence in
teaching history will improve
(Staff voice)

Ongoing commentary
Impact on learning

To introduce vocab
tiers to complement
history planning and
specific aspects of
language children need
to understand

To develop the use of
working walls linked to
historical theme / topic

● Research Isobel Beck Tiers of
Vocabulary
● Work with staff to agree progression
of vocabulary in terms of historical
language and specific higher order
vocab linked to specific themes
● Work with colleagues at Barlow Hall
to share ideas and develop a
common approach to vocab
structure
● Share vocab mats with parents once
designed
● Ensure vocab strand features in
initial lessons introducing unit.
● Display key vocab on working walls
with definitions
● All classrooms to have a classroom
working wall linked to current topic
● All working walls to include:
o key vocabulary as it is taught
o a timeline of how the history
being studied fits with other
known history that has been
taught
o Threshold concept posters
o Sources of evidence and analysis
of what this tells us
o Relevant links to other areas of
learning

To be purchased for every classroom environment
Timelines
Globes
Street through Time – texts
World Map (Geog)
Map of Britain (Geog)

Emily Henderson
Emma Williams

Sept 2021 INSET

Progression
document to be
formalised ready
for Aut Term 2
Alex
(Barlow Hall)

Emily Henderson
Emma Williams

A clearly defined approach to
the teaching and delivery of
subject specific language will
have been developed.
Classroom displays will be
vocab rich.
Children will demonstrate
security in their
understanding of key
terminology.

Through the year

Consistent working walls will
exist throughout the school.
Children will refer to working
walls / will reference these
whilst in lessons.
Teachers will use the working
walls to offer retrieval based
exercises and opportunities
(e.g. Kim’s game / low stakes
quizzing etc)

